FLIGHT REPORT

THE BARROWS
BEARHAWK
Utility in a Home-Rolled Package
BY BUDD DAVISSON
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n recent years we've seen utility
come to the fore in many of the
new kit designs. However, with a
few exceptions, all of the offerings
have defined utility as being two-people carrying only what they need to
get by. This utility has also been available only in kits, so the price of entry
is daunting to some.
And then there is Bob Barrows'
scratch-built, plans offering, the
Bcarhawk. Bob defines utility as an
airplane with few limitations in the

way it is used. This includes four fullsized seats (the cabin is the same size
as a C-172), 1200 pounds useful load,
55 gallons of fuel standard, and the
ability to hang anything from 150 to
260 hp in front of the firewall. Now
that's a usable airplane.
Barrows' airplane is also unique in
today's homebuilt environment, where
the predominant thought pattern seems
to be build-it-fast-and-don't-worryabout-the-cost because (a) it is only
available as plans, and (b) it empha-

sizes simplicity and low cost.
The cost of entry required to build
Bob's 130-150 mph, carry-anythingand-land-anywhere airplane is the two
hundred bucks for the plans. Past that,
you can spend as much as you like,
when you like, as fast as you like.
That's the beauty of scratch built airplanes. You can spend a couple
hundred bucks on aluminum and start
hammering out ribs, or drop a much
larger bundle for the entire bill of materials, which in the Bearhawk's case
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is estimated at under $6,000, and that
includes everything (as in everything!) with only the engine and prop

to be added.

Bob did not start out to design an
airplane to sell. In fact, the Bearhawk
was originally a project meant to fill
his own needs for u t i l i t y in his airframe and engine building business.
But, we're getting ahead of ourselves.
First, it is necessary to understand
Bob Barrows and how he came to be
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sitting under his airplane at Oshkosh
answering a million questions about
his obviously useful airplane.
Bob has been a practicing mechanical engineer for nearly thirty years
which included a long stint as Manager of Engineering for one of
Ingersoll-Rand's facilities in Virginia.
However, that was only one part of his
dual life. Outside the office, he had developed his own little airport where he
built airplanes and rebuilt engines.
Initially he built a
Midget Mustang, then
designed and built his
own STOL, single
place bird he called
the "Grasshopper."
He flew that for 15
years before parting
with it. Then there
was a 260 hp, symmetrical-everything,
Pitts type aerobatic
machine. And an RV3. And a couple of
rebuilt projects.
By 1980 his engine business was
picking up and he began to feel the need
for a utility type airplane and he began
work on what he then
called the RB-4,

which was renamed Bearhawk.
"I got some parts finished, spars
and ribs and such, but then I decided I
needed a four-place airplane for the
business right then and bought a ragwing, Cessna 170 project."
The Bearhawk languished in the
backwaters of his project filled shop
until he decided to leave Ingersoll and
strike out freelance in 1988.
"My engine business was doing
well, so I wasn't afraid of being out
there on my own."
Confident words from a man with a
wife and four kids.
It was at that point he decided to
finish the Bearhawk which took ". . .
oh, I don't know, a year or two." He
acts as if b u i l d i n g an airplane is a
monthly occurrence on his little strip.
Which brings us up to Oshkosh 95,
by which time he had been using the
airplane for several years in his business. Bob makes no bones about the
fact that his airplane is a working airplane. Not a show winner or a machine
designed to blaze cross country in formation w i t h the composite crowd.
However, whenever we walked past
the airplane on the flight line, there
was always a number of folks asking
questions or hanging their heads down
in the cockpit to see how this or that
was done.
The airplane was of interest to a lot

of people because it was an airplane
that makes a lot of sense. Which is
exactly the reason I was attracted to it.
It makes so much sense in so many
different ways.
Bob is one of the friendly, more soft
spoken types you'll find and was quick
to agree to a flight. He was also just
looking for an excuse to go flying.
While we were waiting to pull out
from the flight line, I spent some time
looking the airplane over. The wings
are all aluminum and many of the details, Barrows is quick to point out,
lean heavily on Midget Mustang/RV
technology. This is especially evident
in the spars, which are "C" shaped
.032" channels with 1/8" x 1-1/4"
straps of varying lengths riveted to the
web face inside the flanges. The straps
are stacked in varying depths and
lengths depending on the stresses and
are centered on the outer strut attach
point rather than all emanating from
the root as with cantilever designs.
The flaps and ailerons are all aluminum framing with fabric cover and
hang from the rear spar, which Barrows says is heavier than normal for
that reason. The ailerons hang on long,
tubing weldments which form tripods
bolted to the rear spar. The flaps,
which extend all the way out to 50°,
are simple hinged affairs. Bob says he
considered Fowlers but opted for

hinged flaps because of their simplicIn reviewing the plans, I found nothity and small trim change when ing in the fuselage that was even
deployed.
remotely difficult or unusual. In fact,
The ribs are all hand formed over the main wing fittings nest a "U"
wood forming blocks with no stretch- shaped fitting inside the usual bladeing done. Instead, they are partially type fitting which not only gives
bent over the forms, then the flanges additional area for bearing strength
hammered to 90° while off the form. without welding across the load path,
The resulting distortion in the rib is re- but gives a huge amount of weld length
moved by fluting the flange between so the quality of the weld becomes less
the rivets.
critical. There is a lot of this kind of
The entire control system, elevator thought throughout the airplane.
and flaps included, uses cables and
Because the fuselage changes cross
pulleys rather than push rods, although sectional shape quite often, it looks as
bellcranks do move short pushrods to if it is going to be one of those fuseactivate the ailerons. The bellcranks lages in which the top and bottom
and final pulleys mount on steel tubing trusses are built first, then jigged into
weldments bolted between the spars.
position and the side pieces added.
The 33 foot wings are skinned in
The most complex pieces, actually
.025" aluminum and use bucked or the only complex pieces, are the
squeezed solid rivets throughout.
Maule-type oil-spring shocks in the
The struts are aluminum and Bob landing gear. Those will require a little
says the best source for them is dam- machine work but the result is an aeroaged Cessna 180/182s. His are four dynamically clean shock system which
inches shorter so struts with broken
forks can be salvaged and used.
Bob Barrows
The fuselage is good, old-fashioned
steel tube, which Bob used for a reason.
"From an engineering standpoint,
steel tube is easy to analyze and the
calculations are reliable," Bob explains. "It also offers excellent
protection in case of an accident and is
easy for the homebuilder to build with
a minimum of tools and jigs."
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as if you were cruising the drive-in on a
Saturday night.
The cabin is also extremely tall and
full of light, rather than being dark and

with a crowded feeling. The seating
position is very Cessna in its approach,
a fact which allows the builder to use a
modified Cessna 172 windshield on
the Bearhawk. Both the front and back
seat room is the same as the 172.
Bob has no seats in his drawings,
but adapts existing seats and tracks to

his airframe. His machine uses Tri-

Pacer seats.
If I had a complaint with the airplane it was having to fly on the left
side with a right hand throttle. Yeah, I
know you should be able to fly either
way,

but having a control stick in the

left hand and a throttle in the right just
doesn't seem right.
In taxiing, a slight stretch lets you

see completely over the nose, which

isn't really necessary but makes it

nice, nonetheless. A little brake was

necessary for taxi because the tailwheel springs were extremely loose.
I glanced up at the trim, which is a

Cessna-type wheel mounted in the

ceiling, satisfied myself it was where
Bob recommended, and started the
throttle in. The engine in Bob's airplane is an O-360 set up for mo-gas

doesn't take up any cockpit space.

When the cowling is opened the
first thing you'll notice is the huge
amount of space behind the engine.
There's at least a foot of empty space!
But, when there's a 260 Lye. under the

hood, that's where the extra set of

cylinders go. The propeller stays in the
same position, so the cowling remains
unchanged regardless of which engine
is used. The only changes necessary
are putting the battery behind the huge
baggage compartment rather than on
the firewall.
The nose bowl, incidentally, is a
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Pitts Special unit.

When poking around under the

hood on Bob's personal Bearhawk,
you'll also notice there is no starter or
alternator. One of his friends says Barrows is allergic to electricity.

When we finally found ourselves out

on the taxiway and saddling up, I was
delighted at his door arrangement. First
of all, there is a door on both sides and
the bottom half hinges forward, while
the top half is hinged to the bottom of
the wing like a Cub. This makes it practical to taxi or fly with the windows

open and your elbows on the door sill

which he figures gives about 170 hp.
As the throttle went in and the constant

speed prop began biting, the airplane
literally lunged forward. I'm a real fan
of machines that start pumping adrenaline right from the starting line and this
is one of them. What a delightful monster this thing would be with 260 hp!
Bob recommended that I not force
the tail up but let it come up on its
own, which worked nicely and almost
as soon as it was up, the airplane left
the ground. Actually, it didn't just
"leave" the ground. That's too simplistic. It acted as if the landing gear and
the ground were like-poles on magnets

and the airplane was repelled away . . .
it separated so cleanly. The takeoff
happens so quickly there's little or no
time to analyze what it is doing directionally. But whatever it was doing
took only a tap here and there to keep
the centerline where it should be.
Considering that we were in a fourplace airplane, the initial rate of climb
was almost startling. It immediately
started up at around 1,200 fpm. With a
180 hp engine the powerloading at
gross would be about 12.8 Ib/hp which
is quite respectable but with a 260 hp,
it would be 8.8 Ib/hp which puts it in
the skyrocket category. With two people and half fuel, it would be around
6.5 Ib/hp which is right up there with
the serious aerobatic specials. What a
kick that would be!
We arrived at 4,000 feet in nothing
flat and I put the nose down, setting up
a 23 square cruise which eventually
settled out at about 120 knots, or 135138 mph. Which brings us to one of
the points 1 liked best about the airplane: it is readymade for doing all
sort of little homebrewed mods, beginning with milking more speed out of it.
The wheels and brake assemblies could
be faired and an easy 3-5 mph added.
Strut fairings and control surface seals
might be another 3 mph. Engine cooling another few knots.
The airplane's lines are quite clean
to begin with but Bob's goal was utility, not speed. Still, the homebuilder
could do little clean-ups here and there
and net at least 8-10 mph at cruise, with
the bigger engines there is no reason
this thing shouldn't be cruising at 155160 mph, or even higher at altitude.
In cruise the visibility is tremendous. The nose is well down and the
glass area is just about right for maximum vis. Those who are heavy into
bush flying or sightseeing might want
to skin the doors in Plexiglas™.
The aileron pressures arc Cessna/
Piper-average with a reasonable breakout forces and the roll rate is probably
about 70-80°/sec, which isn't lightning
fast, but about what you'd expect for
an airplane of this type. I'd be tempted
to gap seal the ailerons for increased
rate and either go for spades or move
the aileron hinge point back a little to
lighten them up. Don't construe this to
mean the ailerons are heavy, because
they aren't. It is just that my personal
taste is for lighter, quicker ailerons.
As it is set up now, the elevator is

matched to the ailerons but the rudder is
relatively light and tremendously powerful with only a hint of break-out force,
so coordinating at first takes a little
practice to keep the ball in the middle.
Even before we got in the airplane
Bob said he was still experimenting
with various details, one of which
was the stabilizer setting. In doing
stability tests we found the airplane
would begin to return to neutral if
pulled off trim speed (statically positive) but then it would begin to gain
speed and wouldn't level out as the
speed built up (dynamically neutral).
We discussed this in some detail and
after Oshkosh, Bob called to say he
had changed the stab setting by 2°
and it had a marked effect on the
same tests. Now it was dynamically
positive and if pulled 10 knots off
trim would gain less than 10 knots on
the initial down line and would damp
out entirely with no phugoid remaining in three cycles.
We wandered over to an outlying
grass field and set up to shoot some
landings. As I made the first power reduction opposite the end, the airplane's

basic clean lines were obvious in the
way it held onto its speed. It took more
work than you'd expect for an airplane
of this type to get down to the flap
speed of 80 knots.
The first landing was made with half
flaps at an approach of 60 knots which
Bob says he recommends for the first
few landings, although he's perfectly
happy using 45 knots. The first landing
was a non-event because the airplane
settled on in an effortless three point
and rolled straight ahead for a short distance before stopping on its own.
Then I started playing with full
flaps and lower approach speeds and
found it took a little more technique.
With 50° of flap, the airplane is really
nose down, so with only two of us in
the airplane it was fun trying to get the
tail down at just the right moment.
Power-off with the CG that far forward, there w a s n ' t quite enough
elevator and I'd touch main gear first
with the expected hippity-hop. The
preferred approach would be slower,
with just a little power to keep the elevator working.
When we were all done flying and I

attitude Adjuster
Ellison's Throttle Body Injectors can handle any attitude

whether you're on your hack or cruisin' straight and
level. The FFS 4 and EPS 4-5 are designed lor aircraft,

so your engine won't turn over and die when you turn
over and fly. The patented fuel metering tube delivers

peak performance when you need it most.
Find out why Ellison is the right carburetor
for your aircraft. Write, phone 206-271-3220 or,
fax us at 206-277-9333 for a free brochure.
EFS4

Carburetors You Can Bank On!
Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. 350 Airport Way

Renton, WA 98055
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GPS
was sitting around with a Delta
Charley (diet cola) thinking about it, I

GARMIN GPS 90..................$699
GARMINGPS-95XL.............$899
GARMIN GPS-150...............$1995

GARMIN 6PS-100...............$1395
GARMIN GPS-55AVD............$625
BENDIX/KING KLX-100 GPS/COM..$1399
TRIMBLE FLIGHTMATE PRO... .$725
II MORROW PRECEDUS.......$1175
II MORROW APOLLO 920+...$1049
MAGELLAN SKYBLAZER.........$699

BENDIX/KING

KLX-100 GPS/COM...............$1399
KLX-135A GPS/COM W/MAP...S3195
KLN-35A GPS W/MAP...........S2300
KA-134 AUDIO PANEL............$680
KR-22 MKR BEACON...............$510
KX-125 NAV/COM.................S2130

HEADSETS
INTERCOMS

found there was something about the
Bearhawk which I found wildly attractive. In fact, given the opportunity, I

could actually see myself building it.
In the first place, it's no secret I love
bush-type aircraft. So that's part of the
airplane's attraction.
I also love the basic simplicity of
the airplane and Barrows' straight
ahead approach to design. He doesn't
complicate anything and because of
that it is easy to see how things work
and how to fabricate them.
I was thumbing through a couple of

back issues of his quarterly newsletter,
Bear-Tracks, and found yet another
reason I like the airplane: his straightup design approach is followed by a
similar philosophy in supporting his

builders. He doesn't waste a lot of
time and effort in designing brochures
or fancy graphics, he just gives the
builder totally understandable directions on how to build things with a

WE
SELL
FOR
LESS.
IF YOU
SEE IT
FOR
LESS,
TELL US.

minimum of tools. What he doesn't do
NEW DAVID CLARK H20-10.....S269
DAVID CLARK H10-13.4.........$259
DAVID CLARK H10-20............S249
DAVID CLARK H10-80............$259
NEW TELEX AIR 3500.............$249

TELEX AIR 3000..................I169
TELEX ANR4000...................S419
AIRMAN ANR.......................S359
FALCON F-14HEADSET.............I89

FALCON F-15 HDST/FLEXBOOM..$129
FALCON F-16 LIGHTWEIGHT.......$69
FALCON F-22 2 PL. INTERCOM...$89
FLIGHTCOM ECLIPSE.............$179
FLIGHTCOM 5DX...................$145
FLIGHTCOM IISX 2 PL............S104
PELTOR 7004......................$195

PS ENGINEERING PM 2000..$349 99

HANDHELDS
WE ACCEPT

IC-A3..

..$539

KX-99...................S632

AIR-960... ...... .......$299
Headset adapter with pushto-talk for handholds... . $39

w/helicopter plug......... $49
Linear power amplifier tor
any handheld... ..........$195
CALL FOR ACCESSORIES

in gloss and color, he more than makes
up for in clarity and understanding.

The newsletter presents a lot of neat
building tips.
The drawings themselves are professional looking blue-lines and show

his background as both an engineer
and long-time airplane builder.

And then there is one of the other
points about the Bearhawk which is at-

tractive: it is so simple and well done

that it makes a flawless platform for
someone who wants to incorporate
their own ideas in cosmetics, streamlining, interior, etc.
For those who are afraid of doing
their own welding (shame on you),
Bob reports several manufacturing

shops have contacted him about

building component parts for his

builders. So there is help out there for
the faint of heart.
We haven't had many four-place

airplanes offered to the homebuilder
in the past and few have caught on.
The Bearhawk looks as if it should
change that trend. After all, think

about its name . . . i t ' s a Cessna
Skyhawk in concept with the brawn
and attitude of a Bear. What a combination!
^

SPECIFICATIONS
Source: R & B Aircraft Co., RR 2, Box 606, Fincastle, VA 24090,

703/473-3661

Top Speed (Vne)..................................... 170 mph
Cruise Speed...........................................130-140 mph
Landing Speed........................................40 mph
Range (55 gal. @ 60%) ..........................800 miles
Stall Speed..............................................35 mph
Empty Weight *......................................1150 Ibs.

Gross Weight...........................................2300 Ibs.
Wing Span ..............................................33 ft.
Wing Area...............................................180 sq.ft.

;^.

Length.....................................................23 ft. 6 in.

CALL FOR FREE CfflALDB

ORDER LINES
800-474-9714

WE SHIP
WORLDWIDE

I SALES INFO 813-879-9714
FAX 813-875-4514
4243 N. Westshore Blvd.

Tampa International Airport
Tampa, Florida 33614 USA

jpsl

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:00-6:00 E.S.T.
Se Habla Espanol

Price & Availability Subject to Change
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Cabin Width............................................42 in.
Cabin Length ** .....................................9 ft. 8 in.
Engine HP Range....................................150-260
* Aircraft weights are dependent upon engine choice, electrical system, avionics and starter. The prototype does not have an electrical
system nor a starter. Builders' weights and performance figures may
vary.
- r'
•
' ' ';
'
** Measured from the firewall to the end of the baggage area.

